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E n g l a n d s i n ce 1 9 2 0
Lucian Ercolani, my Grandfather, founded ercol in 1920 in the heartland of
English furniture making. Intent on designing and producing beautiful and
honest furniture, from the very beginning both design and people were
the cornerstones of his company. This remains true of the family owned,
private company that continues his beliefs in the 21st Century.
Our passion for innovation in design and manufacturing is as strong today
as it always has been. Our 160,000 sq.ft highly sustainable factory combines the
very latest technology with time-honoured craftsmanship to create a range of
unique pieces.
These are created by our very gifted in-house team of designers and
production engineers working in a highly creative environment with our
craftsmen and women in our factory in the Chiltern Hills. ercol has a strong
heritage of being a successful British manufacturing brand. But we are equally
Top left: ercol factory, Princes Risborough.
Top right: Lucian R Ercolani. Above: Chairmakers
chair. Bottom left: Romana sideboard

proud to work enthusiastically with our partners in manufacturing companies
spread across the world from Europe to the Far East.
They all contribute to the depth and breadth of ercol furniture.
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O R IGINAL S
The ercol Originals collection is a range of timeless classics. Designed by Lucian Ercolani the Company’s founder
during the 1950s and 1960s, these designs are as relevant
to today’s living as when they were originally created. The
Originals collection continues to be made in our
Buckinghamshire factory. Available in a choice of wood
finishes and colours.

Left: Butterfly chair. Top left: Bar stools. Above: Loveseat and coffee table in walnut. Bottom left: Stacking chair and plank table.
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or i g i n a l s
The Studio Couch is an iconic design, created by Lucian
Ercolani in the late 1950s. Originally designed for dual
function, both as a large sofa and an occasional single bed.
Made of beech and elm, with distinctive steam bent arms
this is a timeless piece of furniture. Available in over 80
fabrics and a choice of wood finishes and colours.

Above: Stacking chairs Right: Easy chair, studio couch, coffee table and nest of
tables.
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Furniture for DINING

bosco

Our wide range of dining furniture caters for your individual tastes and
requirements. Formal or casual, contemporary or traditional, to suit your own
style. Choose from a selection of extending dining tables for when you’re
entertaining friends and family pair with sideboards and display cabinets.

Exposed joints and curved edges create a distinctive look
for the Bosco Dining collection. The attractive finger joint
detailing means that the Bosco range is tactile by nature and
evokes a relaxed oak dining and living collection, ideal for
modern living. The Bosco collection is finished in clear matt
lacquer to enhance its natural hue and grain. Chairs available
in a choice of two fabric colours.

Left: Medium extending dining table, dining chairs and display
cabinet. Top Left: Table detail. Bottom left: Coffee table, wide TV
unit and Novara sofa. Above: Large sideboard.
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ro m a n a
A modern light oak dining collection. An understated design
full of crafted detailing with attractive gentle curves and soft
close doors and drawers. This contemporary collection is
finished in a clear matt lacquer so the beauty of the natural
timber shows through. Chairs available in a choice of 80
fabrics and five leather colours.

Left: Large extending dining table (closed) and dining chairs. Above: Large sideboard
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ter a m o
A modern casual dining collection created from pale oak
with Shaker design elements and influences. The clean lines
and over hanging tops to the cabinets bring classic
overtones. The range has two extending dining tables,
and two styles of dining chairs offering a casual or more
formal look, along with a selection of cabinets and
occasional pieces.

Above: Display cabinet, medium extending dining table, dining chairs, marino chair and lamp table Right: Small dining table, Alia chairs and
shelving unit
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w i n d sor
The Windsor collection first designed by Lucian Ercolani in
the 1950s is still in production today. Classic designs of the
signature ercol style are made from ash using traditional
craft techniques and modern machining, the Windsor
collection is still as relevant as ever today. With dovetail
joints and iconic oval handles this collection has become a
design classic. Available in a choice of three wood finishes,
over 80 fabrics and five leather colours.

Left: Medium extending dining table, Penn chairs, large sideboard and
display top. Top left: Small extending dining table and chairs.
Above: Large sideboard. Bottom left: Console table.
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a rt i s a n
Simple clean lines define the Artisan dining collection. Subtle
detailing created by chamfered legs, drawer and door edges,
crafted in oak with clear matt lacquer that emphasises the
natural beauty of the wood to its best effect. Created by
using a combination of modern manufacturing and
traditional handcrafted techniques. Available in a choice of
over 80 fabrics and five leather colours.

Left: Medium extending dining table, chairs and 2 door sideboard
Above: 2 door sideboard and display top.
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montina
Drawing on ercol’s design heritage, the Montina dining
collection is an elegant contemporary take on refectory
style dining. Crafted from oak, the collection has been
finished with a clear matt lacquer which allows the beauty
of the natural wood grain to show through and become
a style feature of the collection. Cabinets and occasional
tables feature soft close drawers and the large sideboard
has smooth gliding doors.

Left: Large sideboard and chair. Above: Large sideboard, medium extending
dining table and chairs.
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B IAN C O
A casual kitchen/dining and occasional collection, painted
in a contemporary chalk white, complemented with matt
lacquered solid oak table and cabinet tops for a modern
country look. Clean linear framed doors, subtly contrast
against angled legs that soften with delicately profiled foot
detail. The extending dining table gives flexibility for daily use
and family gatherings.

Above: TV unit and Triggiano armchair. Right: Originals all-purpose chair,
large sideboard, medium extending dining table, chairs.
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Furniture for LI V ING

S V E LTO

marino

Our range of sofas and armchairs combine comfort with great style,
whilst our recliners let you relax after a hard day. Your storage needs
catered for with our range of bookcases, display cabinets and TV cabinets
designed specifically for today’s lifestyle.

A contemporary living collection that reinforces ercol’s
credentials of challenging design boundaries, whilst ensuring
absolute functionality and exceptional quality. The Svelto
cabinet collection was designed by our in-house design
team, crafted out of solid oak and walnut and made using
traditional furniture construction techniques.

The Marino armchair is an occasional chair that references
the qualities and features of ercol design classics, through
the considered design aesthetic. Its elegance and smooth
flowing lines constructed from steam bent solid ash using
traditional craftsmanship and modern furniture making
techniques create a striking contemporary and comfortable
armchair.

Left: Svelto cabinet and round stacking stools. Above: Marino chair.
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n ova r a
A modern clean lined upholstery collection,
with deep cushions complemented with pale oak legs that
are characteristically ercol. Creating a collection that is
ideal for casual and formal living spaces alike. Available in a
choice of natural weaves and accent fabrics from the natura
collection.

Above: Chair and Romana highboard. Right: Footstool, large sofa, romana lamp
table and chair.
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COSENZA
A stylish upholstery collection with retro undertones, deep
buttoning in the back cushions creates design appeal and
comfort. Cushions are reversible for even wear. Cosenza as
with the rest of the ercol upholstery collection incorporates
beautifuly sculptured show wood legs. Available in a choice
of fabrics from the ercol edit collection.

Left: Large sofa and Originals nest of tables. Above: Chair and footstool.
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tr i g g i a n o
With its modular assembly the Triggiano sofa can adapt to
any living space and allows you to tailor your sofa to your
home. The curved arms with solid oak detailing give the
Triggiano its ercol signature, whilst deep cushions ensure
style and comfort. The collection consists of a variety of
pieces to create a choice of sofa combinations. Available in a
choice of fabrics from the ercol edit collection.

Above: Sofa and footstool. Right: Corner group.
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AL U E T TA
The new ercol Aluetta sofa range is a stylishly designed
classic sofa collection, with an elegant silhouette and
sumptuous deep comfortable cushions. The shape is further
defined by archetypal solid oak legs that give it, its ercol
identity. Available in a choice of fabrics from the select
collection that includes weaves, linens, and velvets in soft
contemporary shades.

Left: Chair, grand sofa and Originals nest of tables. Above: Chair.
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RO C C A
The new ercol Rocca sofa collection is a contemporary
interpretation of a classic sofa design. Deep button backed
cushioning combined with modern scatter back cushions
create a sofa that is not only good looking but comfortable
too. Trademark oak legs add the ercol signature to the
collection. Available in a choice of fabrics from the select
collection that includes weaves, linens and velvets.

Left: Snuggler. Above: Grand sofa, chair and footstool.
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a u g usta
Deep cushioning and sumptuous quality leather create an
upholstery collection that is designed for relaxation, an
optional headrest provides an extra element of luxury.
Smooth oak legs run up the arms giving the sofa its ercol
identity. Available in a choice of six leather colours.

Left: Large sofa and Originals nest of tables. Above: Chair and footstool.
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gina

ever g ree n

The Gina recliner is an ergonomic design made from solid
ash with a high back cushion that ensures the correct
support and position for your back. The Gina recliner won
the first FIRA (Furniture Industry Research Association)
Ergonomics Excellence Award. Available in a choice of
four wood finishes and over 80 fabrics and five leather
colours.

Steam bent, hand crafted shapes of the Evergreen
collection echo centuries of traditional chair making skills.
Made of beech, it is a direct descendant of the Windsor
chairs from the Buckinghamshire Chilterns. Designed in the
1950s it has been in constant production ever since.
Available in over 80 fabrics and a choice of wood finishes
and colours.

Above: Gina Recliner. and Windsor console table Right: Evergreen chair.
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r ave n n a
A soft modern upholstery collection that offers complete
comfort in an elegant design. The sweeping curve of the
arm and the fluid lines of the timber make Ravenna
unmistakably ercol. The Ravenna recliner has deep
comfortable cushioning which gives perfect support. It
reclines from the front eliminating the need for space
behind. Available in a choice of four wood finishes, over 80
fabrics and five leather colours.

Above: Recliner and Windsor 2 door high sideboard. Right: Large sofa and
Artisan lamp table.
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re n a i ss a n ce
Created by steam bending solid wood to shape a frame
that is light, yet incredibly strong and durable. The
Renaissance collection exudes the natural beauty of its
solid ash frame, while deep upholstered cushions create a
comfortable and supportive sitting position. Available in a
choice of four wood finishes and over 80 fabrics.

Left: Large sofa, chair and windsor coffee table Above: Windsor wide IR TV
unit.
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Furniture for be d roo m

ter a m o

Combining style and comfort our beautiful beds, are crafted from carefully
selected timber with attractive detailing in the shapes and joints. The range
of styles available ensures you’ll find one that’s right for you, matching
wardrobes with chest of drawers provide plenty of practical storage.

A relaxed modern bedroom range made of pale oak,
the streamlined silhouettes reflect ercol’s design heritage
of Windsor chairs. Deep dovetail jointed drawers provide
capacious and practical storage whilst overhanging tops
and oval shaped drawer handles create interest and detail,
resulting in a bedroom collection that will suit any style of
home.

.

Left: Bedside cabinet, kingsize bed, 7 drawer tall wide chest of
drawers. Top Left: Bedstead. Bottom left: 7 drawer tall wide chest
of drawers. Above: Chairmakers chair and 2 door wardrobe.
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BOSCO
Exposed joints and curved edges create a distinctive look
for the Bosco bedroom collection. The attractive finger
joint detailing creates a distinctive and tactile design feature.
Crafted joint detailing beautifully highlights the headboard
whilst cabinet drawers are deep and spacious for plenty of
storage.

Above: 5 drawer wide chest. Top Right: Bedstead.
Bottom right: Compact side table. Right Wardrobe, kingsize bed,
2 drawer bedside cabinet.
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p i n to
A collection of classic pieces and understated detailing. The
Pinto collection is pebble coloured painted elm. A soft
contemporary colour, which contrasts with the oak bed
spindles and cabinet tops, which are finished in clear lacquer
creating a relaxed modern bedroom collection.

Above: 6 drawer tall wide chest and bedside cabinet. Right: Double bed and
bedside cabinet.
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p i m l i co
Clean simple lines define the ercol Pimlico bedroom
collection. The bed with its solid oak spindles and gently
tapering legs give a subtle echo of mid-century modern
style. To add crafted interest, the cabinets and wardrobe
feature oval finger and tenon joint detailing and offer
practical storage with generous drawers.

Left: Kingsize bed, bedside cabinet and 3 drawer low wide chest.
Top left: Bedstead. Bottom left: 2 drawer bedside cabinet.
Above 2 door Wardrobe.
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Dining
wood finishes
and colours

The infinite variety of wood grain means each
piece of ercol furniture you buy will have its own
character, unique to that piece. All of our designs
are created by our in-house design team and are
made using a mixture of modern manufacturing
and handcrafted techniques, meaning each piece is
consistent yet unique.

artisan
Oak

2260 artisan flip top extending dining table
w 100 - 170cm x d 85 - 100cm
h x 75 - 73cm

2263 artisan dining chair
w 47cm x d 55cm x h 98cm
seat height 47cm

2258 artisan padded back chair
w 47cm x d 55cm x h 98cm
seat height 47cm

2254 artisan display top d 32cm
2266H artisan 3 door sideboard
w 130cm x d 44cm x h 185cm

2268 artisan 2 door display top with
2265H artisan 2 door sideboard
w 90cm x d 44cm x h 185cm

2266 artisan 3 door sideboard
w 130cm x d 44cm x h 95cm

2265 artisan 2 door sideboard
w 90cm x d 44cm x h 95cm

2295 artisan wide IR TV media unit
w 150cm x d 50cm x h 49cm

2252 artisan IR TV unit
w 90cm x d 44cm x h 56cm

2221 artisan coffee table
w 100cm x d 50cm x h 42cm

2222 artisan lamp table
w 45cm x d 55cm x h 60cm

Add suffix H to the
sideboard codes if ordering
with a display top.
Add suffix L for chairs in
leather

We work using solid ash, beech, elm, oak and walnut
and wood veneers where appropriate. Wood
finishes and colours for each collection are shown
on the specification pages. We only use wood that
comes from responsibly harvested sources and
complies with the European Timber Regulations.

fabrics

2261 artisan medium extending dining table
w 139 - 192cm x d 85cm x h 73cm

All ercol fabrics are sourced from high quality mills
and are manufactured to meet or surpass the
highest domestic usage test standards. Fabric designs
are not matched unless specified.
We have specially chosen a family of fabrics for
a selection of our new ranges, these are the edit,
select, natura and leather Collections.
If you wish to use an alternative fabric, not in the
ercol collection, use the ‘COC’ Customer’s Own
Cover option. Call our customer service team for
advice.
Scatter cushions are included with many models
as shown on the specification pages but additional
scatter cushions can also be purchased.
We would like you to make an informed decision,
before ordering your furniture. We suggest you
order samples of fabrics, wood finishes and colours
which are available free of charge.
To order call customer services on 01844 271800
or visit ercol.com

reCover, we offer a re-cover service on some show
wood frame ranges. You can order genuine ercol
replacement cushions for your furniture, extending
its life.
Call 01844 271830 or visit ercolrecover.com
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Dining
artisan
Oak

Dining
BOSCO

2257 artisan nest of tables
w 50cm x d 36cm x h 44cm

Oak

1380 bosco medium extending dining table
w 175 - 225cm x d 90cm x h 74cm

1398 bosco small extending dining table
w 125 - 175cm x d 90cm x h 74cm

1383b bosco dining chair
w 44cm x d 54cm x h 98cm
seat height 46cm
brown fabric

Available in this finish

CM

bianco
Oak tops
painted finish

3731 bianco medium extending dining table
w 160 - 205cm x d 90cm x h 75cm

3732 bianco dining chair with seat pad
w 44cm x d 56cm x h 94cm
seat height 48cm

3742 bianco dining chair with wood seat
w 44cm x d 56cm x h 95cm
seat height 46cm

1383c bosco dining chair
w 44cm x d 54cm x h 98cm
seat height 46cm
cream fabric

1392c bosco padded back dining chair
w 44cm x d 54cm x h 98cm
seat height 46cm
cream fabric

1393 bosco display cabinet
w 115cm x d 40cm x h 190cm

3735 bianco 3 door sideboard
w 148cm x d 47cm h x 85cm

3734 bianco 2 door sideboard
w 104cm x d 47cm x h 85cm

3741 bianco tv unit
w 148cm x d 47cm x h 48cm

1385 bosco large sideboard
w 172cm x d 45cm x h 75cm

1384 bosco small sideboard
w 115cm x d 45cm x h 90cm

1395 bosco TV unit
w 100cm x d 45cm x h 55cm

3738 bianco coffee table
w 104cm x d 57cm x h 40cm

3739 bianco lamp table
w 44cm x d 42cm x h 60cm

1394 bosco wide TV unit
w 148cm x d 45cm x h 50cm

1379 bosco low bookcase
w 92cm x d 32cm x h 100cm

1387 bosco coffee table
w 115cm x d 60cm x h 45cm

Available in this finish
chalk white

Available in this finish

BW
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Dining
BOSCO
Oak

Dining

1388 bosco lamp table
w 45cm x d 50cm x h 60cm

1399 bosco nest of tables
w 50cm x d 45cm x h 55cm

1323 bosco compact side table
w 32cm x d 32cm x h 60cm

2661 montina medium extending dining table
w 160 - 205cm x d 92cm x h 75cm

2660 montina small extending dining table
w 120 - 165cm x d 90cm x h 75cm

2662 montina dining chair
w 43cm x d 60cm x h 95cm
seat height 48cm

originals
ASH BEECH ELM AND
WALNUT

392 originals stacking chair
elm with beech frame
w 49cm x d 50cm x h 80cm
seat height 47cm

401 originals butterfly chair
elm with beech frame
w 52cm x d 47cm x h 81cm
seat height 47cm

3355 all purpose chair
elm with beech frame
w 46cm x d 47cm x h 83cm
seat height 47cm

1877 originals windsor dining chair
ash
w 49cm x d 55cm x h 92cm
seat height 45cm

1524 originals holland park chair
beech
w 49cm x d 53cm x h 76cm
seat height 43cm

1525 originals holland park armchair
beech
w 49cm x d 53cm x h 76cm
seat height 43cm

450 love seat elm and beech
1450 love seat walnut and beech
w 117cm x d 53cm x h 82cm
seat height 47cm

911 originals chairmakers chair
elm with beech frame
w 60cm x d 63cm x h 111cm
seat height 42cm

912 originals chairmakers rocking chair
elm with beech frame
w 60cm x d 76cm x h 107cm
seat height 40cm

1665 originals bar stool ash and beech
w 39cm x d 37cm x h 69cm
1666 originals bar stool ash and beech
w 39cm x d 37cm x h 65cm

382 originals plank table
elm with beech frame
w 152cm x d 76cm x h 73cm

459 coffee table ash and beech
460 coffee table walnut and beech
w 105cm x d 50cm x h 37cm

Available in this finish

CM

montina
Oak

All originals available in these
finishes unless stated otherwise.
206, 1524/25 available in all
finishes except SL.
401 available in SL, OC, CT,
BK and WT.

2665 montina large sideboard
w 147cm x d 46cm x h 88cm

2664 montina small sideboard
w 101cm x d 46cm x h 88cm

2672 montina tv unit
w 101cm x d 46cm x h 55cm

SL

CL

ST

LT

GD

OC

CT

BK

WT

2669 montina coffee table
w 101cm x d 51cm x h 45cm

2670 montina lamp table
w 46cm x d 46cm x h 60cm

Love seat also available in these
graded colours

WH

BG

OH

CG

Available in this finish

CM
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Dining
originals
ASH BEECH ELM AND
WALNUT

romana
Oak

Dining

354 originals nest of tables elm and beech
3543 nest of tables walnut and beech
w 65cm x d 51cm x h 40cm

355 originals studio couch
beech and elm
w 206cm x d 78cm x h 85cm
seat height 45cm

206 originals easy chair
beech
w 71cm x d 93cm x h 90cm
seat height 40cm

2642 romana large extending dining table
w 210 - 275cm x d 100cm x h 75cm

2641 romana medium extending dining table
w 155 - 200cm x d 90cm x h 75cm

2640 romana small extending dining table
w 110 -155cm x d 90cm x h 75cm

romana
Oak

2647 romana 2 door sideboard
w 108cm x d 45cm x h 75cm

2655 romana wide IR TV unit
w 160cm x d 45cm x h 55cm

2651 romana IR TV unit
w 108cm x d 45cm x h 55cm

2649 romana coffee table
w 100cm x d 50cm x h 42cm

2650 romana lamp table
w 45cm x d 45cm x h 60cm

125 svelto open shelving
w 45cm x d 47cm x h 145cm

130 svelto cabinet
oak with walnut doors
w 164cm x d 47cm x h 77cm

133 svelto media unit
oak with walnut doors
w 164cm x d 47cm x h 54cm

123 svelto coffee table
dia 95cm x h 45cm

124 svelto lamp table
dia 50cm x h 50cm

1663 svelto stacking stool
w 43cm x d 49cm x h 70cm

Add suffix L for romana chairs
in leather.

Available in this finish

CM

2643 romana dining chair
w 46cm x d 57cm x h 96cm
seat height 48cm

2644 romana padded back dining chair
w 46cm x d 58cm x h 96cm
seat height 48cm

2645 romana cantilevered dining chair
w 47cm x d 52cm x h 90cm
seat height 48cm

2653 romana highboard
w 108cm x d 45cm x h 132cm

2648 romana large sideboard
w 160cm x d 45cm x h 75cm

2646 romana small sideboard
w 108cm x d 45cm x h 75cm

svelto
Oak

Available in this finish

DM
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Dining
svelto
Oak

Dining
teramo

136 svelto round stacking stool
w 43cm x d 43cm x h 45cm

Available in this finish

Available in this finish

DM

teramo
Oak

3669 teramo side table
dia 42cm x h 60cm

Oak

CM

3661 teramo medium extending dining
table
w 170 - 215cm x d 90cm x h 75cm

3660 teramo small extending dining
table
w 130 - 170cm x d 100cm x h 75cm

3662 teramo dining chair
w 46cm x d 55cm x h 95cm
seat height 48cm

WINDSOR
ASH
Add suffix L for penn chairs in
leather.

1194 windsor large extending table
w 160 - 252cm x (2 leaves open 221cm)
(1 leaf open 191cm) x d 102cm
x h 73cm

1193 windsor medium extending table
w 150 - 200cm x d 92cm x h 73cm

1192 windsor small extending table
w 104 - 149cm x d 90cm x h 73cm

3663 alia dining chair
w 42cm x d 51cm x h 83cm
seat height 47cm

3666 teramo display cabinet
w 109cm x d 45cm x h 185cm

3671 teramo shelving unit
w 102cm x d 41cm x h 185cm

1156 windsor gate leg table
w 28 - 121cm (1 leaf open 71cm)
x d 107cm x h 73cm

1138 penn classic dining chair
w 51cm x d 57cm x h 99cm
seat height 47cm

1138A penn classic dining armchair
w 58cm x d 57cm x h 99cm h
seat height 47cm

3665 teramo large sideboard
w 157cm x d 45cm x h 80cm

3664 teramo small sideboard
w 109cm x d 45cm x h 80cm

3668 teramo coffee table
w 109cm x d 50cm x h 42cm

1128 penn padded back dining chair
w 51cm x d 57cm x h 99cm
seat height 47cm

1128A penn padded back dining armchair
w 58cm x d 57cm x h 99cm
seat height 47cm

1877 windsor dining chair
w 49cm x d 55cm x h 92cm
seat height 45cm

Available in these finishes
* additionally chairs and dining
tables available in CL.
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ST

GD

LT

CL*
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Living

Living
WINDSOR

1877A windsor dining armchair
w 64cm x d 55cm x h 92cm
seat height 45cm

ASH

1875 quaker dining chair
w 49cm x d 60cm x h 103cm
seat height 45cm

1875A quaker dining armchair
w 65cm x d 60cm x h 103cm
seat height 45cm

WINDSOR
ASH

3815 windsor 2 door cabinet
w 91cm x d 46cm x h 68cm

3851 windsor medium display top for
3815H and 3816H
w 91cm x d 32cm x h 145cm

3846 windsor medium display cabinet
w 91cm x d 33cm x h 152cm

TV cabinets and bureau have
cable management holes.

Add suffix H to the sideboard
codes if ordering with a display
top.
3815, 3816, 3820, 3821, & 3822
all have removable adjustable
shelves in the cupboards and the
3820, 3821, & 3822 also have
cutlery divisions in the top left
drawer.
windsor and quaker chairs seat
height with cushions are 47cm.
3852 windsor display top with 3820H
windsor sideboard
w 156cm x d 46cm x h 160cm
display top d 32cm

3852 windsor display top with 3822H
windsor 3 door high sideboard
w 156cm x d 46cm x h 184cm
display top d 32cm

3856 windsor corner cabinet
w 72cm x d 46cm x h 195cm

3850 windsor small display top for
3815H and 3816H
w 91cm x d 32cm x h 91cm

3845 windsor small display cabinet
w 91cm x d 33cm x h 99cm

3831 windsor wide IR TV unit
w 156cm x d 46cm x h 48cm

3822 windsor 3 door high sideboard
w 156cm x d 46cm x h 93cm

3820 windsor sideboard
w 156cm x d 46cm x h 68cm

3821 windsor 2 door high sideboard
w 104cm x d 46cm x h 93cm

3832 windsor TV unit
w 91cm x d 46cm x h 55cm

3830 windsor IR TV unit
w 91cm x d 46m x h 55cm

3833 windsor TV corner unit
w 91cm x d 71cm x h 55cm

3841 windsor medium bookcase
w 91cm x d 33cm x h 152cm

3840 windsor small bookcase
w 91cm x d 33cm x h 99cm

3816 windsor cabinet with drawers
w 91cm x d 46cm x h 68cm

3860 windsor bureau
w 91cm x d 46cm x h 114cm

3865 windsor console table
w 79cm x d 41cm x h 72cm

3867 windsor coffee table
w130cm x d 56cm x h 45cm

Available in these finishes
* additionally chairs and dining
tables available in CL.

Available in these finishes
* additionally chairs and dining
tables available in CL.
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Living

Dining
WINDSOR

3868 windsor supper table, lifting top
w 130cm x d 67cm x h 43 - 67cm

ASH

1153 windsor magazine rack
w 36cm x d 55cm x h 50cm

3866 windsor lamp table
w 50cm x d 44cm x h 65cm

augusta
Oak
Available only in augusta leather
collection.

1159 windsor nest of tables
w 41cm x d 63cm x h 44cm
Available in these finishes
* additionally chairs and dining
tables available in CL.

ST

3120/5 augusta grand sofa
w 225cm x d 97cm x h 85cm
h with headrest 100cm
seat height 45cm

13120/4 augusta large sofa
w 205cm x d 97cm x h 85cm
h with headrest 100cm
seat height 45cm

3120/3 augusta medium sofa
w 165cm x d 97cm x h 85cm
h with headrest 100cm
seat height 45cm

3120 augusta armchair
w 95cm x d 97cm x h 85cm
h with headrest 100cm
seat height 45cm

3122 augusta headrest
w 50cm x d 17cm x h 15cm

3121 augusta footstool
w 73cm x d 63cm x h 41cm

3330/L cosenza large sofa
w 213cm x d 100cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3330/M cosenza medium sofa
w 183cm x d 100cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3330/S cosenza small sofa
w 153cm x d 100cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3330 cosenza chair
w 93cm x d 100cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3331 cosenza footstool
w 83cm x d 75cm x h 46cm

GD
Available in this finish

LT

CL*

aluetta
Oak

CM

3154/5 aluetta grand sofa
w 217cm x d 99cm x h 90cm
seat height 50cm

3154/4 aluetta large sofa
w 187cm x d 99cm x h 90cm
seat height 50cm

3154/3 aluetta medium sofa
w 157cm x d 99cm x h 90cm
seat height 50cm

3154/1 aluetta snuggler
w 127cm x d 99cm x h 90cm
seat height 50cm

3154 aluetta armchair
w 92cm x d 99cm x h 90cm
seat height 50cm

3155 aluetta footstool
w 70cm x d 57cm x h 46cm

Available in this finish

Available in this finish

CM
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Available in edit collection
fabrics.

Available in select collection
fabrics.
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cosenza

CM
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Living
evergreen

1913/2 evergreen 2 seater sofa
w 142cm x d 89cm x h 108cm
seat height 48cm

BEECH

Living
1913 evergreen easy chair
w 77cm x d 89cm x h 108cm
seat height 48cm

1205 evergreen footstool
w 54cm x d 54cm x h 43cm

novara
Oak

3160/1 novara snuggler
w 133cm x d 98cm x h 90cm
seat height 48cm

3160 novara armchair
w 103cm x d 98cm x h 90cm
seat height 48cm

3161 novara footstool
w 90cm x d 50cm x h 48cm

2960/L ravenna large sofa
w 214cm x d 100cm x h 91cm
seat height 48cm

2960/M ravenna medium sofa
w 194cm x d 100cm x h 91cm
seat height 48cm

2960/S ravenna small sofa
w 174cm x d 100cm x h 91cm
seat height 48cm

2962 ravenna power recliner
w 98cm x d 102 - 170cm
x h 104 - 88cm
seat height 48cm

2960/E ravenna easy chair
w 100cm x d 100cm x h 91cm
seat height 48cm

2968 ravenna footstool
w 55cm x d 55cm x h 36cm

2411/3 renaissance 3 seater sofa
w 195cm x d 95cm x h 100cm
seat height 52cm

2411/2 renaissance 2 seater sofa
w 162cm x d 95cm x h 100cm
seat height 52cm

2411 renaissance easy chair
w 97cm x d 95cm x h 100cm
seat height 52cm

Available in over 80 fabrics.

Available in these finishes
GD

ST

LT

CL

Available in this finish

CM

BK

gina recliner
ash

1083H gina large recliner
w 82cm x d 89cm x h 115cm
seat height 45cm

1081H gina recliner
w 76cm x d 87cm x h 115cm
seat height 45cm

1082 gina footstool
w 52cm x d 43cm x h 42cm

ravenna
ASH

Available in over 80 fabrics.

Available in over 80 fabrics.

Add suffix L for gina recliner in
leather.
Available in these finishes

Add suffix L for ravenna in
leather

GD

ST

LT

CL

marino
ASH

0700 marino chair
w 75cm x d 85cm x h 86cm
seat height 46cm

Available in over 80 fabrics.
Available in these finishes

ST

GD

LT

CL

Available in this finish

CM

novara
Oak

3160/5 novara grand sofa
w 228cm x d 98cm x h 90cm
seat height 48cm

3160/4 novara large sofa
w 197cm x d 98cm x h 90cm
seat height 48cm

3160/3 novara medium sofa
w 177cm x d 98cm x h 90cm
seat height 48cm

Available in natura collection
fabrics.
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ASH
Available in over 80 fabrics.
Available in these finishes
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ST

GD

LT

CL
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Living

Living
renaissance
ASH

2410 renaissance piccola easy chair
w 83cm x d 85cm x h 100cm
seat height 52cm

2414 renaissance footstool
w 55cm x d 55cm x h 36cm

3152/5 rocca grand sofa
w 234cm x d 98cm x h 81cm
seat height 47cm

3152/4 rocca large sofa
w 214cm x d 98cm x h 81cm
seat height 47cm

3152/1 rocca snuggler
w 154cm x d 98cm x h 81cm
seat height 47cm

3170/4 triggiano large sofa
w 218cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

triggiano

3170 triggiano large arm chair
w 123cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3169 triggiano arm chair
w 115cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3325 triggiano storage footstool
w 79cm x d 69cm x h 45cm

3152/3 rocca medium sofa
w 184cm x d 98cm x h 81cm
seat height 47cm

3172 triggiano large unit LHF
3173 triggiano large unit RHF
w 189cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3175 triggiano medium unit LHF
3176 triggiano medium unit RHF
w 159cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3178 triggiano small unit LHF
3179 triggiano small unit RHF
w 109cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3152 rocca armchair
w 92cm x d 98cm x h 93cm
seat height 45cm

3153 rocca footstool
w 83cm x d 83cm x h 33cm

3181 triggiano petite unit LHF
3182 triggiano petite unit RHF
w 94cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3171 triggiano large unit
w 160cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3174 triggiano medium unit
w 130cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3170/3 triggiano medium sofa
w 188cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3170/1 triggiano snuggler
w 138cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3177 triggiano small unit
w 80cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3180 triggiano petite unit
w 65cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

3185 triggiano chaise end LHF
3186 triggiano chaise end RHF
w 160cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

oak

Available in these finishes

ST

GD

LT

CL

rocca
oak
Available in select collection
fabrics.

Available in this finish

CM

triggiano
oak
Available in edit collection
fabrics.

Available in this finish

CM
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Living
triggiano
oak

3184 triggiano curved corner
w 110cm x d 110cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

Bedroom
pimlico

3183 triggiano square corner
w 94cm x d 94cm x h 90cm
seat height 46cm

oak
For ease of access wardrobes
and beds require assembly, ask
your retailer for details.

1331 pimlico kingsize bed
w 220cm x d 160cm x h 110cm
1330 pimlico double bed
w 210cm x d 145cm x h 110cm

1333 pimlico 2 door wardrobe
w 112cm x d 63cm x h 202cm

1336 pimlico 6 drawer tall chest
w 55cm x d 48cm x h 132cm

1335 pimlico 5 drawer tall wide chest
w 90cm x d 48cm x h 116cm

1334 pimlico 3 drawer low wide chest
w 100cm x d 48cm x h 81cm

1332 pimlico 2 drawer bedside cabinet
w 45cm x d 48cm x h 60cm

1561 pinto kingsize bed
w 172cm x d 219cm x h 109cm
1560 pinto double bed
w 159cm x d 209cm x h 109cm

1568 pinto 3 door wardrobe
w 170cm x d 67cm x h 194cm

1567 pinto 2 door wardrobe
w 119cm x d 67cm x h 194cm

1565 pinto 5 drawer tall chest
w 55cm x d 45cm x h 128cm

1564 pinto 7 drawer tall wide chest
w 95cm x d 45cm x h 109cm

1563 pinto 6 drawer wide chest
w 105cm x d 45cm x h 88cm

Available in this finish

CM

bosco
oak
For ease of access wardrobes
and beds require assembly, ask
your retailer for details.

1320 bosco super kingsize bed
w 194cm x d 221cm x h 106cm
1361 bosco kingsize bed
w 164cm x d 211cm x h 106cm
1360 bosco double bed
w 149cm x d 211cm x h 106cm

1366 bosco 3 door wardrobe
w 160cm x d 61cm x h 198cm

1365 bosco 2 door wardrobe
w 115cm x d 61cm x h 198cm

Available in this finish

CM

1364 bosco 6 drawer tall chest
w 53cm x d 45cm x h 144cm

1363 bosco 6 drawer tall wide chest
w 90cm x d 45cm x h 124cm

1362 bosco 5 drawer wide chest
w 110cm x d 45cm x h 82cm

pinto
OAK TOPS
PAINTED finish
For ease of access wardrobes
and beds require assembly, ask
your retailer for details.

1369 bosco storage bench
w 135cm x d 40cm x h 48cm

1368 bosco 2 drawer bedside cabinet
w 45cm x d 45cm x h 60cm

1323 bosco compact side table
w 32cm x d 32cm x h 60cm

Available in this finish
Pebble

Available in this finish

CM
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Bedroom
pinto
OAK TOPS
PAINTED finish

1570 pinto storage bench
w 135cm x d 40cm x h 51cm

1562 pinto bedside cabinet
w 40cm x d 40cm x h 63cm

For ease of access wardrobes
and beds require assembly, ask
your retailer for details.
Available in this finish
Pebble

ENGLAND SINCE 1920
NP
Lucian Ercolani, my Grandfather, founded ercol in 1920 in the heartland of
English furniture making. Intent on designing and producing beautiful and

2681
kingsize
teramo
honest furniture, both design
andteramo
people
were bed
the cornerstones of2687
his teramo 3 door wardrobe
w 165cm x d 214cm x h 110cm
w 163cm x d 61cm x h 195cm
2680 teramo remains
double bed
company from the very beginning.This
true of the family owned,
w 150cm x d 204cm x h 110cm
For ease
of access
wardrobes
private
company
that continues his beliefs in the 21st Century.
and beds require assembly, ask
your retailer for details.
Oak

2686 teramo 2 door wardrobe
w 113cm x d 61cm x h 195cm

Our passion for innovation in design and manufacturing is as strong today
as it always has been. Our 160,000 sq.ft highly sustainable factory combines the
very latest technology with time-honoured craftsmanship to create a range of
unique pieces.
These are created by our very gifted in-house team of designers and
production engineers working
a highly
creativetallenvironment
with
ourteramo 7 drawer tall wide chest
2685interamo
6 drawer
chest
2684
w 64cm x d 47cm x h 140cm

w 98cm x d 47cm x h 122cm

craftsmen and women in our factory in the Chiltern Hills. ercol has a strong

2683 teramo 5 drawer wide chest
w 113cm x d 47cm x h 84cm

heritage of being a successful British manufacturing brand. But we are equally
proud to work enthusiastically with our partners in manufacturing companies
spread across the world from Europe to the Far East.
They all contribute to the depth and breadth of ercol furniture.

Edward Tadros, Chairman of Ercol
2682 teramo bedside cabinet
w 53cm x d 47cm x h 60cm

If you would like to see a large selection of our ranges, our showroom, based at our factory in Princes Risborough, is open to the public Monday to
Friday 9am - 5pm and Saturday 10.00am - 4pm. We would love you to come and look around and we will be happy to help with your selection. If
you would like to see a specific piece, please phone before your visit to check it is on display. Details of our stockists can be found on our website.
www.ercol.com.
ercol invests heavily in design and development. Accordingly, we take steps to protect and defend our Intellectual Property through the use of trademarks and registered designs. Details can be found
on our website. ercol reserve the right to alter specifications of its fabric and furniture collections without prior notice. Every effort has been made to show the furniture, fabrics and wood samples in
these pages as accurately as possible given the limitations of the printing process. All dimensions are approximate.

Available in this finish

CM
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